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C. PETER WAGNER ~ CHUCK PIERCE ~ TODD BENTLEY` CHOSEN VESSEL ~

GEOGRAPHICAL HERESIES OF THE NEW
APOSTOLC REFORMATION
CHRISTIAN MYSTICS ~ KABBALAH MEETS KUNDALINI ~ ANGELS/HEAVEN, ASCENDING AND
DESCENDING THROUGH THE PORTALS, WORMHOLES, STARGATE ~ DIGGING WELLS TO
OPEN EARTH GATES. CONNECTING HEAVEN AND EARTH
False Prophets
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=q9EU-yLqLrc&NR=1
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dcztVMXE_W8

Geographical Heresies of the New Apostolic Reformation
The new doctrines arising out of the New Apostolic Reformation (NAR) have much to do with a theology of the
spirituality of the land. Among these newly concocted heresies are:
Portals or open heavens
Prayer marches, prayer walking and Labyrinths
Prayer circles
Spiritual mapping
Identificational repentance
Confronting the powers and principalities
Alignment
Etc.
http://herescope.blogspot.com/2006/02/geographical-heresies-of-new-apostolic.html
Each one of these new NAR doctrines, and the accompanying practices and methodologies, are not located in the
Scriptures. This fact is well-established in an outstanding collection of apologetic writings posted at
http://www.deceptioninthechurch.com.
Portals ~ Star Gates ~ Whirlwinds ~ Open Heavens
OPENING THE GATE OF CHANGE TO THE NATIONS
This heresy teaches that there are geographic locations on Earth that possess super-spiritual access to the
heavenlies. A corollary doctrine teaches that intercessors can open up portals to the heavens by cleansing geographic
areas of demonic spirits, including ancestral or territorial powers and principalities. As recently as Feb. 11, 2006,
John Paul Jackson was teaching on the concept of "Heavenly Portals" on the Elijah List http://tinyurl.com/8bpor.
He wrote:
"One of the marvelous mysteries of God is the existence of portals--doors and passageways--leading to and from
the heavenly realms. When you are standing in a portal, it feels like an open Heaven. A heavenly portal is a
spherical opening of light that offers divine protection by which angels and heavenly beings can come and go,
without demonic interference. God has designed portals to begin in the third Heaven, travel through the second
Heaven, and open upon Earth." A solid refutation and history of this ridiculous doctrine can be found at
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http://www.deceptioninthechurch.com/threefallacies.html. The only legitimate "portal" to heaven is through the
blood of Jesus Christ.
In C. Peter Wagner’s July 11, 2008 Global Harvest Ministries newsletter, titled ‘Alignment! Looking toward the
Future’ Wagner announced that, “our desire is that Chuck Pierce, our son in ministry, become the heir to GHM.”
Many people ask do these Christian Ministers know what they are doing? I believe their actions, sermons,
occult rituals, and writings scream, “Yes they do know.” It’s the normal Christians that have been kept under
the scope of being able to discern their ministries and purposes. We can give Todd Bentley the credit for
bringing them out from their underground cover. They appeared at Lakeland (Fake land) to save his false
revival but in the meantime, they exposed own credibility!
GATEKEEPERS OF THE PORTALS ~ STAR GATES ~ WORMHOLES ~ WHIRLWINDS ~ WELL
DIGGERS PORTALS OF THE EARTH ~ PORTALS OF DEATH
Going through magical portals into the “The Third Heavens,” is a powerful witchcraft exercise and the result is
total demonic possession. Millions are going to be possessed by the phoney occulted Bentley revival. People are
returning sick and needing deliverance.
These new style ministers talk about their MYSTICAL REVELATIONS, DREAMS, VISIONS, ANGELIC
VISITATIONS, IMPARTATIONS (transferring demons) AND TALKING TO THE DEAD.
Portals serve the same purpose as Gate Keepers: To get you from one place to another. However, portals can only
teleport you to one place, whereas Gate Keepers could offer to teleport you to up to 3 different locations. Some
portals have level limitations, but most do not. All portals are free to enter, unlike Gate Keepers which often
charge for their service.
http://forums.charismamag.com/viewtopic.php?f=25&t=2822
http://www.safeguardyoursoul.com/html/c__peter_wagner.html \

http://www.gatekeepersint.net/newsletter___articles
http://www.intotruth.org/res/gatekeepers3.html#war
http://www.crossroad.to/articles2/007/discernment/6-15-m-mandate.htm
http://www.gatekeepers.org.uk/index.php
http://www.blogtalkradio.com/gatekeeper
RELIABLE SOURCES
Chuck Pierce is not a reliable source....neither is C. Peter Wagner.......Pierce and Wagner are the leading
“third heaven”, “spiritual mapping,” “territorial spirits,” leaders, who are treading upon ground they have no
business intruding into and teaching things that simply are not biblical.... and have lured in many un-discerning
leaders who are facilitating these deceptions instead of marking these men for these heresies (Acts 20:27-32;
Rom. 16:17-18; Jude 3-4, etc.)......Jesus Christ is not being exalted in their teachings - “Let no man beguile
you of your reward in a voluntary humility and worshipping of angels, intruding into those things which
he hath not seen, vainly puffed up by his fleshly mind, And not holding the Head, from which all the
body by joints and bands having nourishment ministered, and knit together, increaseth with the increase
of God.” (Col. 2:18-19).i
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Think about it. We have Christians leaders who are ritually “Opening the Star Gates for “the Winds
of Change to the Nations. Many Christians are sleeping and do not know that they are mixing faith with
witchcraft.”
“Watch ye therefore: for ye know not when the master of the house cometh, at even, or at midnight, or
at the cockcrowing, or in the morning: 36 Lest coming suddenly he find you sleeping. 37 And what I say
unto you I say unto all, Watch,” (Mk 13:35-37). KJV
PARANORMAL MILKY-WAY CHRISTIANITY
Mystical, Psychic, Histrionic, Paranormal, Si-fi -- Milky-Way Christianity has arrived. Synchronism of
Christianity with mysticism is now at the center of the world’s stage which I view as an attempt of using dramatic
magic, Kabbala, Kundalini concepts to capture their quantum leap to godhood. These New Age ministers are
wizards and witches think of themselves as the sages of the Christian Church to bring it to a new mystical age of
supernaturalism to join their gods, the Ascended Masters of the New Age. Barbara Yoder, Ray Hughes, Robert
Heidler, Diane Buker, John & Sheryl Price, and Chuck Pierce ... The Issachar School - Taking Up Your Sword
Taking Up Your Sword: Gaining a Strategic . . . A network of individuals out to conquer the world through
Dominionist, Latter Rains doctrines.
Rick Joyner - Altered states blamed on God. Apostasy called revival.
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=coVQxfpuBTQ
WINDS AND ANGELS OF CHANGE
Peter Wagner says, “We have just returned from "opening the West Gate" in Seattle. Oh my! These "Opening
the Gate" gatherings are just incredible. Different regions in our nation have different anointing and callings. We, at
Global Harvest Ministries felt it was strategic to gather in the Northeastern area of our nation to cry out for the
gates of Heaven and Earth to align. Knowing this will help unlock the ancient sounds and paths in this nation that
will produce wealth and dominion for the future generations, we would like to invite you to join us in Dearborn,
Michigan for what we are calling Opening the Gate of Change to the Nations. Dearborn has the largest population
of Muslims outside of the Middle East. Therefore, we will be there to pray and prophesy to the nations!
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-imN9RiFVns&feature=related

“This is a year to open the gates,” says Wagner. “Most of us think that the gate is a physical place
that will appear in front of you. However, the first gate we must go through is Heaven's Gate! This is where we
enter boldly into the Throne Room and receive super-abounding grace so we can leap through the place of the "new"
in the earth! Consequently, on July 24-26, we will be convening a gathering in Dearborn to open the gate of change
to realign the nations. Speakers include Peter Wagner, Chuck Pierce, Barbara Yoder, Pat Francis, and Cindy
Jacobs.”
“In this year to open the gates, one gate that we (Peter Wagner and his apostles and prophets) must
swing wide is the Gate of Change.”
Bob Jones prophesizes “the Angel of Change,” led the movements in the strange Latter Rain revivals.
C. Peter Wagner and Ben F Gray wrote: “The New Apostolic Reformation is an extraordinary work of
the Holy Spirit that is changing the shape of Christianity globally. It is truly a new day! The Church is
changing. New names! New methods! New worship expressions. The Lord is establishing the foundations of
the Church for the new millennium. This foundation is built upon Apostles and Prophets.” ii
For the reasons stated above, any leader associated with these men and such a movement should be rebuked
and warned then marked if they do no cut ties completely. Any believer who has been lured into this movement
should be warned. iii
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GODS AND GODDESSES OF THE NEW AGE
These are the elite men and women have already reached their New Age GODHOOD STATUS and
actually believe that they control the Keys to heaven, earth and hell. When they open these Gates, Star Gates, and
Wormholes or dig wells in the earth to let the supernatural beings out that they are calling “Angels,” they believe
that they control those Gateways and the territories that they are located. Thus during the Bentley New Age
Initiation to become the Portal to the Future he was given a fellowship initiation ring and the Keys to Eastern Europe
to minister to the Gypsies. We were seeing a new mantle into elevation to a new esoteric level; he took his position
of godhood to rule. Satan is taking territories, possessing men with his ascended masters to rule the earth. And it’s
all happening right before our eyes and most Christians are totally blinded.
“For God doth know that in the day ye eat thereof, then your eyes shall be opened, and ye shall be as
gods, knowing good and evil. “ (Gen 3:5).KJV
In (Gen 3:5), Satan is talking to Eve. He promised her if she would disobey God that she would become like or
“as” God. Read the commentary below. Even Satan knew that Adam was NOT a God! “For God doth know that in the
day ye eat thereof, then your eyes shall be opened, and ye shall be as gods, knowing good and evil,” (Gen. 3:5 ). [Your eyes
shall be opened] Your understanding shall be greatly enlightened and improved; and ye shall be as gods, kee-'Elohiym,
like God, so the word should be translated, for what idea could our first parents have of gods before idolatry could have
had any being, because sin had not yet entered into the world? The Syriac has the word in the singular number, and is the
only one of all the versions which has hit on the true meaning. As the original word is the same which is used to point out
the Supreme Being, (Gen 1:1), so it has here the same signification, and the object of the tempter appears to have been
this: to persuade our first parents that they should, by eating of this fruit, become wise and powerful as God (for
knowledge is power,) and be able to exist forever, independently of him.33 Satan did not infer that man could be a “little
god,” as some modern ministers teach. Satan said if they disobeyed God, they could be LIKE (similar, similar, equal,
equivalent, comparable), to God. Scripture says the Gods that have not made the heavens and the earth will perish. If
you’re striving to be a God, YOU MUST REPENT! Believe it or not, there are many SO CALLED “Christian” teachers
telling Christians that they are “little gods.” They twist the Scriptures to teach this damnable heresy.

MYSTICAL EXPERIENCES ~ ASCENDED MASTERS
These mystical prophets of the New Age have been elevated to a high priest and priestesses of the New Age.
They are teaching pure, unadulterated witchcraft. Their books and DVD’s are simply witchcraft based means of
expression to incorporate mystical experiences to transform souls into the Kingdom of Darkness. The agents used
are New Age authors teaching the same old occult, soul-binding and mind-binding doctrines, such as, talking to the
dead, (medium ship) TM, hypnosis, yoga, meditation, drug culture, visualizations (known to some Christians as
‘Inner Healing’ or Theosophical). These new mystical believers use these means are to be employed to help one
attain “cosmic consciousness” or their evolution step into their godhood. They use the occult means of opening the
Star Gates to Third Heaven as a means to open the doorway for demonic possession.
These New Age ministers, like all New Agers believe that “Ascended Masters,” (Fallen Angels) are invisible
“higher beings”. However, are these angels actually who the Bible calls demons. The followers of the New Age
believe that these “Ascended Masters” have ruled over the earth since the beginning of time. They believe that
every so often, one of these Ascended masters will come as an avatar (a spiritual being) to possess an individual to
teach mankind some very important things. They say, Buddha, Jesus Christ, (Blasphemous) notice how they put
Jesus right in the middle of all these other “prophets, Iman, etc., were these great avatar teachers.
Their writings tell us that the “Ascended Masters” domain live above the atmosphere and their New Age
prophets have written that one Great Teacher will soon come to rule the world! (Antichrist)?
http://www.scribd.com/doc/3822823/-Todd-Bentley-Peter-Wagner-Star-Gates-Synchromysticism-theWizards-of-the-NEW-AGE-ChristThe Forces of Darkness are powerful energies . . . they work to prevent the understanding of that which Is
of the New Age . . . they back the forces of evolution . . .
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http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=a-4P3q2tTdM
OPEN UP THE HEAVENS USING KABBALLA
What is Occult? Stated concisely, it is the participation or involvement in any method with magic practices,
spiritism, divination, or false religious cults and teachings. The Scriptures tell us that there will be a tremendous
increase in occult activity.
“Now the Spirit speaketh expressly, that in the latter times some shall depart from the faith, giving heed to
seducing spirits, and doctrines of devils; 2 Speaking lies in hypocrisy; having their conscience seared with a
hot iron;” (1 Tim 4:1-2).KJV
There has never been a time in history when the warnings against the dangers of occultism were more necessary
than in the present. Multititudes of people, Christian and non-Christian alive, find themselves suffering physical,
mental alike, psychic and spiritual oppressions, few realizing that it is because they have allowed themselves to
become ensnared in the diabolical web of occultism which is under the influence and control of the powers of
darkness.
You may be the victim of occult bondage and oppression. All forms of witchcraft are absolutely forbidden by the
Scriptures; ”When thou art come into the land which the LORD thy God giveth thee, thou shalt not learn to
do after the abominations of those nations. 10 There shall not be found among you any one that maketh his
son or his daughter to pass through the fire, or that useth divination, (fortune telling or psychic) or an
observer of times, (astrologer-soothsayer) or an enchanter, (magician) or a witch, (sorceress), 11 Or a
charmer, (hypnotist) or a consulter with familiar spirits, (medium, possessed with a spirit guide ~ fallen
angel), or a wizard, (clairvoyant or psychic) or a necromancer (medium who talks to the dead). 12 For all
that do these things are an abomination unto the LORD: and because of these abominations the LORD thy
God doth drive them out from before thee,” (Deut 18:9-12). KJV
The Scriptures condemns all forms of occultism as sorcery and warn that “. . . which do such things shall not
inheeit the kingdom of God,” (Gal. 5: 19-21), but are “. . . an abomination unto the Lord.” (Deut. 18:12), and
“... shall have their part in the lake which burneth with fire and brimstone,” (Re. 21:8). From earliest times
God forbade occultism as spiritually defiling (Lev. 19:31), and made participation in it punishable by death,
(Ex. 22:18; Lev. 20-27), and cause for rejection of that soul by God (Lev. 20:6) See also: Ex. 7:11-12 with 2 Ti.
3;*; Ex. 22:18; Lev. 19:26, 31; 206; I Sam. 15:23; 28:3; 2 Kings 21: 5-6; 2 Chron. 33:6; Isa. 2:6; 8:19; Jer.
27:9-10; Zech. 10:2; Mal. 3-5; Acts 8:9; 16:16; 1919; 1 Tim. 4:1).
There are but two sources of hidden information and knowledge, or supernatural help, guidance and healing
~ God or Satan.
Is Chuck Pierce practicing the Kabballa? His writings below compare opening the heavens and calling angels
(demons) from the other side to Kabbalah. (Jewish mysticism, magic).
ANGELS/HEAVEN, ASCENDING AND DESCENDING
Kabbalah: "The shape of Aleph represents a ladder...Aleph is the connector, the bridge that makes it possible for
angels, bearers of divine messages, to flow freely back and forth between the heavenly and the earthly"
Kabbalah: "And we become the ladder making the connection between heaven and earth, providing the channel for
angels to ascend and descend, opening the way for communication with the Holy One."
Kabbalah: "We should be willing to ascend to heaven to connect to the Light of the Creator"
Kabbalah: "[D]ream ascents are fairly common practice of Kabbalah and a person may train to have a 'dream
question' which he brings to divine councilors whom(s)he may meet during the dream ascent. It is clear that early
Jewish mystics were very occupied with the images of ascended patriarchs, prophets and sages, and in particular
with the images of Enoch and Elijah who ascended to heaven without dying and apparently became arch-angels."
Kabbalah: "Although the air of the earthly atmosphere is thick in volume and mass, the mystery wisdom of the spirit
realm still manages to enter this world because of the birds. For when the birds are in flight, their flapping wings
cut through the thickness of the atmosphere, enabling in the moment for the mystery wisdom of the spirit realm to
come through to our world."
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Pierce: "The constrictions around you have stopped you from seeing your runway of advancement. I have come to
make room for you to ascend to a new height. Extend your wings. Then extend them again. Stretch them to the left
and the right. It is time for you to take flight! I AM coming down and cutting through the atmosphere that has been
too thick for your vision to progress. I will take you through and over."
Pierce: : "This is the sound of the army of Heaven connecting with the army of earth. Hear the sound of visitation."iv
Great information here: http://wyattroberts.blogspot.com/
Sometimes another person can say it so much better than I can. So, I quote Miriam Franklin can say this so much
better than I can. Miriam says, ‘If you’ve ever read any of Chuck Pierce’s so-called prophecies, you will have
undoubtedly noticed that the man seems to have a vocabulary all his own, using words which, to the uninitiated,
make absolutely no sense at all — at least in the Christian context in which Mr. Pierce chooses to frame his words.v
I’m talking here of words like shift, atmosphere, earth realm, energy, alignment, pillar and so on. Many of his
writings also seem to place an unusual emphasis on colors, sounds and vibrations.
It is tempting to just dismiss him as a nut and not give him a second thought. I probably should have done that, but
I’m a curious person. So I decided to try and figure out what, exactly, Chuck Pierce is trying to say. More
importantly, I wanted to know where it’s all coming from. Finally, I figured it out.
Chuck Pierce is a Kabbalist.What is Kaballah? Well, the short answer is this: a New Age form of Jewish
mysticism.
Miriam goes on to say, “If I have time at some later date, I’ll go into the subject in greater detail. In any case, you
need to know that much, if not most, of what Chuck Pierce claims to be “Words from the Lord” is actually rooted in
1) Kabbalah, and/or 2) Astrology.”vi
SECRET FIRE: RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN KUNDALINI, KABBALAH AND ALCHEMY
In the Bonds of Esotericism, Secret Fire: The Relationship Between Kundalini, Kabbalah, and Alchemy
These two magical esoteric experiences are the most potent energy known to humanity and resident in creation.
Look at an occultist’s description: The following exercises are designed to assist in freeing the most potent energy
known to humanity and resident in creation. They are not designed for someone with little or no esoteric experience.
In general, it would be advisable to have at least one to two years of practical, daily experience with the Middle
Pillar and/or Pentagram Rituals; in addition, an equal amount of time with the Hexagram Rituals. Several
working of the 32nd through 24th Paths on the Tree of Life would also be desirable[1], and regular practice of
once a week or so of “Rising on the Planes”[2]. Common sense, a willingness to “Make haste slowly”, and a
balanced lifestyle may be the best protection against any unpleasant side effects of these, or other, esoteric
practices[3]. It is very important that you keep a diary of your practices and experiences with the exercises given.
The amount of time it will take to experience the Secret Fire is unknown . . .vii
In the Western esoteric practices there is an apparent knowledge gap regarding the role of esoteric practices and
their effects on the subtle, and not so subtle, bodies of practitioners. In the East, all practices, whether designated as
such or not, are designed to awaken the semi-dormant energy resident in all creation, and ‘living beings’ in
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particular. This energy is known as “Kundalini”, “The Serpent Fire”, and the “Dragon” depending on tradition.
Extreme care has been taken, despite contradictions between systems, to chart the effects of exercises on this latent
energy, and how it ‘flows’ through the physical, emotional, and psychic body, at what stages, and in relation to
which exercises. Such a detailed analysis is lacking in modern Western esotericism.viii
For modern kabbalists, the most common introduction to ceremonial magic is through the Lesser Ritual of the
Pentagram and the Middle Pillar Exercise. The purpose of this paper is twofold: to show how this, and related
exercise can stimulate the Secret Fire, and to suggest exercises for its regulation by esoteric students who are
engaged in a Hermetic path, such as general studies or alchemy, who may have experienced its awakening and are in
need of simple and direct exercises for its regulation.ix
The basis of kabbalah is that through increasing levels of density, humanity came into its present state of physical
incarnation and psychic evolution. Through rituals, exercises, and meditations, the energy latent in creation
generally, and the body of the practitioner in particular, can be “awakened”, purified, and directed. This energy can
then be used for spiritual development, psychic expansion, or physical health and improvement.x
(Matt. 24:11), "And many false prophets will rise up and deceive and lead many into error." We
should expect false "Christian" leaders to arise, to give false assurances to Christians and lead them astray.
The fact that we are seeing such a huge number of just such false leaders giving proof positive that we are
living in the Last Days of Time.”
Jesus warned, (Matt. 24:24), "For false Christ and false prophets will arise, and they will show great
signs and wonders so as to deceive and lead astray, if possible, even the elect." Remember, if you sell out to
Jesus, read His Word and carefully discern and watch what is being taught to you, you WILL NOT be
deceived. The Holy Spirit will lead you into all truth.”
This last warning even gives us the clue that such false ministers will be able to perform many of the
same "lying signs and wonders" foretold of Antichrist. Such false ministers will employ great power, but it
will be the paranormal power of the occult, and will be exercised for the express purpose of leading both
believer and unbeliever astray.
THE PROPHECIES OF CHUCK PIERCE
OR “INSIDER KNOWLEDGE” ABOUT FUTURE DISASTERS IN THE U.S.
Our nation has experienced the most devastating events, from “Acts of God,” that some believe prophesize and
pray to occur as God cleansing or purifying America. Barbara Aho says, “To learn what will happen next — the
specific locations and nature of the impending disasters the occult societies have planned for the United States —
there’s no better public source of information than the prophecies of Chuck Pierce. These prophecies should be
taken seriously, NOT because Chuck Pierce and other self-anointed “apostles” in the U.S. Strategic Prayer Network
are prophets of God, but because they have advance insider knowledge of these man-orchestrated events.xi
By Barbara Aho, September 30, 2005
FLORIDA, NEW ORLEANS, BATON ROUGE, HOUSTON, GALVESTON, ST. LOUIS, DETROIT, LOS
ANGELES, SAN FRANCISCO ~Barbara Aho has written an extremely interesting blog concerning Chuck Pierce.
http://watch.pair.com/chuck-pierce.html
It is shocking to learn that a so-called prophet would gather people to intercede for a “purifying-cleansing
destruction to come and then say that the mass destruction was a good thing done by God. These New Age wizards
do use the elements to their alchemists.
PROPHECY-NEW ORLEANS WIND AND WATER AND "PURIFICATION"
It is perplexing that so-called prophet who claim to speak for God are using Kabbala words instead of the Bible.
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They are ritualistically opening up the star gates to Heaven with a ritualistic sword and occult hand signs. They are
calling demonic beings forth to bring destructive winds and storms, fire and water catastrophes. Wizards and
witches use the power of the elements, ~ Fire, Winds, Water, Air and Earth. But they use ritualism to conger
up supernatural beings to destroy and words also. The faith that they use is the power of demons and the
rituals of men. It’s the Old Time Religion of Witchcraft.
After Chuck discussed traveling from Wisconsin directly to Louisiana, he prophesied:
"From the North to the South I am ready to awaken two winds that will awake the nation. There are resisting forces
in both states that will cause our nation to not move forward. Go up and down and decree the wind of God will
awaken in both places. The states will shift in a new way or the nation will not shift and will go backwards."xii
Pat Holliday says: Chuck is supposedly speaking for God as a prophet. He says the winds from the North and
South will awake the nation. Every day, these destructive winds are blowing in our nation. They have
destroyed churches, people and places. They are in fact, ravaging America and placing multiple curses upon
the land. People have lost their homes, their jobs, their cities and churches. The shift that Chuck talks about,
is a shift of evil. I remember before he and Wagner began their territory warfare heresies that America was
blessed.
New Orleans was demolished by Katrina, that Chuck and Steve describe her name as meaning “Purity.” The
rising waters came right to the edge of the city and stopped. The Madi Gras paraphernalia for the famous
parade to its gods Comos and Hermes was left untouched. Within they were snaking down the small streets
celebrating as though nothing had happened. Church pastors were on Christian TV raising money while the
overwhelmed people left their demolished homes and never returned. The Mayor that left the school buses
parked while people tried to save themselves, got re elected. There was a shift alright but it was a shift in the
direction of the powers of darkness.
http://www.msnbc.msn.com/id/21134540/vp/14574968#14574968
Pat Holliday says: “These demonic nightmares and visions that these prophets of doom are speaking are
happening while Christians play at their faith; the false prophets and revival movements are taking the land.
Blinded leaders are now leading the blind. Words and witchcraft rituals are very powerful. Words are
spiritual. When words are spoken through a human being, the spiritual realms take those words to enforce
them. Therefore, these so-called “prophets” are, under the inspiration of these supernatural beings that they
are conjuring up from their whirlwind portals or star gates are coming into existence. America is being
destroyed by the lying spirits that are directing them.”
Truth and falsehood ~ Proverbs 12:17
Here is, 1. A faithful witness commended for an honest man. He that makes conscience of speaking truth, and
representing everything fairly, to the best of his knowledge, whether in judgment or in common conversation,
whether he be upon his oath or no, he shows forth righteousness; he makes it to appear that he is governed
and actuated by the principles and laws of righteousness, and he promotes justice by doing honour to it and
serving the administration of it.xiii
2. A false witness condemned for a cheat; he shows forth deceit, not only how little conscience he makes of
deceiving those he deals with, but how much pleasure he takes in it, and that he is possessed by a lying spirit,
Jer 9:3-5. We are all concerned to possess ourselves with a dread and detestation of the sin of lying (Ps
119:163) and with a reigning principle of honesty.
Truth and falsehood Proverbs 12:18
The tongue is death or life, poison or medicine, as it is used.
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1. There are words that are cutting and killing, that are like the piercings of a sword. Opprobrious words
grieve the spirits of those to whom they are spoken, and cut them to the heart. Slanders, like a sword, wound
the reputation of those of whom they are uttered, and perhaps incurably. Whisperings and evil surmises, like
a sword, divide and cut asunder the bounds of love and friendship, and separate those that have been dearest
to each other.
2. There are words that are curing and healing: The tongue of the wise is health, closing up those wounds
which the backbiting tongue had given, making all whole again, restoring peace, and accommodating matters
in variance and persuading to reconciliation. Wisdom will find out proper remedies against the mischiefs that
are made by detraction and evil-speaking.
Truth and falsehood ~ Proverbs 12:19
Be it observed, to the honour of truth, that sacred thing,
1. That, if truth be spoken, it will hold good, and, whoever may be disobliged by it and angry at it, yet it will
keep its ground. Great is the truth and will prevail. What is true will be always true; we may abide by it, and
need not fear being disproved and put to shame.
2. That, if truth be denied, yet in time it will transpire. A lying tongue, that puts false colours upon things, is
but for a moment. The lie will be disproved. The liar, when he comes to be examined, will be found in several
stories, and not consistent with himself as he is that speaks truth; and, when he is found in a lie, he cannot
gain his point, nor will he afterwards be credited. Truth may be eclipsed, but it will come to light. Those
therefore that make a lie their refuge will find it a refuge of lies.
Truth and falsehood ~ Proverbs 12:20
Note, 1. Those that devise mischief contrive, for the accomplishing of it, how to impose upon others; but it will
prove, in the end, that they deceive themselves. Those that imagine evil, under colour of friendship, have their
hearts full of this and the other advantage and satisfaction which they shall gain by it, but it is all a cheat. Let
them imagine it ever so artfully, deceivers will be deceived.
2. Those that consult the good of their neighbours, that study the things which make for peace and give
peaceable advice, promote healing attempts and contrive healing methods, and, according as their sphere is,
further the public welfare, will have not only the credit, but the comfort of it. They will have joy and success,
perhaps beyond their expectation. Blessed are the peace-makers.xiv

Later when addressing the Saul structure in Baton Rouge, Chuck prophesied:
"How the Saul structure collapses will bring Baton Rouge again to national attention. That alignment within it will
collapse. A new demonstration with a new blueprint will be seen. This will be known as a meeting house. This will
be known as a place where the Ark of the Covenant has dwelt. This will be known as a refuge place. The WIND and
WATER will rise in the midst of New Orleans. Many from the south will come north for refuge. Prepare. Prepare
now for winds and water that will surprise you. I will renew the pattern not fully seen before. Worship will be here,
and birthed in a new way from here. Prepare! Prepare! Prepare! Shift! Saul will be no more. David will arise from
this day forward. The wind from the south will begin to blow. Watch for the effects. This will purify the land and
bring great change."xv
Then in Alexandria that night Chuck shared from Song of Solomon 4:16 (Awake the north wind; come, o south
wind. Blow upon the garden of this nation). He led the people to pray for the south wind to come. This south wind
would be a purifying wind, cause corruption to be blown on and cause corruption to shake and initiate a righteous
move starting with the children, then moving to the youth. We were to watch the government and the Catholic
Church shake, and watch New Orleans change.xvi
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Then Chuck prophesied, "I will put a mantle on African Americans in this land. That which was brought in
through parts of this state and held people captive will let go. I will send the wind up the Mississippi River and this
wind will shake Missouri. You will see the land shake in Missouri because of the wind from Louisiana. Get ready.
Don't brace yourself. Throw yourself up. Get ready for the new is coming. Every place I blow on will shake. The
wind is coming on Louisiana and it will shake the entire state. I will fill churches. The south purifying wind of My
holiness will sweep across Louisiana. People will be on their faces in malls and shopping centers. Boldness will
come upon My people in Louisiana. There is a worship call. Get ready - the wind is about to blow. The river is
changing courses. You will be one of the first that changes." xvii
Posted on Monday, August 29, 2005 7:05:46 AM by ovrtaxt
FROM STEVE SHULTZ - EMERGENCY ALERT! With Hurricane Katrina bearing down on New Orleans and the
surrounding areas and with local officials insisting that this hurricane is far more serious than previous hurricane
warnings involving Louisiana -- this word deserves your full attention. Please forward it to ALL INTERCESSORS,
and all you know in the Louisiana area. I will be the first to admit that, when this (below) August 29, 2004,
prophecy came out from Chuck Pierce about New Orleans (the full publication from August 29, 2004, can be found
at: http://elijahlist.com/words/display_word.html?ID=2459 xviii
where Chuck emphasized that those involved must "Prepare. Prepare. Prepare," I admit that I assumed that this
prophecy was warning about the impending Hurricane Ivan. But Ivan missed New Orleans. However, please MAKE
SPECIAL NOTE: In the below prophecy, given one year ago on the EXACT date of the date that Hurricane Katrina
is slated to hit New Orleans -- a city built well below sea level, and a city that 40 years ago was half immersed
underwater from a similar hurricane -- Chuck's prophecy included quotes such as:
"This will purify the land and bring great change." (Chuck Pierce, August 29, 2004)
and:
"I will fill churches. The south, purifying wind of My holiness will sweep across Louisiana. People will be on their
faces in malls and shopping centers." (Chuck Pierce, August 20, 2004)
Ivan (last year's hurricane by that name) means: "God's Gracious Gift."
But, Katrina (the hurricane named by that name on its way to hit New Orleans) means: "Form of KATHERINE.
PURE, Virginal"
(Both meanings above come from: http://pregnancy.parenthood.com/babynames_searchresults.html ge and
PURIFICATION. Katrina means "PURE."
I cannot and AM NOT saying that this is "that" which Chuck talks about below. I can only say that if I lived in that
area, I'd get out of there; I'd take this seriously, and I'd watch and pray for purification to hit this area.
Here is the full text of the prophetic word by Chuck Pierce, EXACTLY ONE YEAR AGO, August 29, 2004. In the
Bible, God often prophesied things that came true "next year, about this time."
Please watch and pray for life to be preserved, and pray that purification does indeed happen.
Blessings, and I'm "on watch," on the wall, praying for life and praying for purification with YOU! xix
As many readers know, I consider Chuck Pierce one of the highest level prophets I know. Here (BELOW) on
August 29, BEFORE HURRICANE IVAN was known, this word came forth about Louisiana. Learn and be edified
and then pray and watch the news. God is up to something. He's waking up a whole state. Be blessed as you watch
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and read this. God does not cause and require deaths in the day we live, but sometimes he prophesies over a state
and simultaneously withholds a measure of grace for the short term in order to infuse a HUGE MEASURE OF
GRACE in the LONG TERM in a region. This may be one such time.xx
DID CHUCK’S PROPHECIES THAT HE CLAIMS WERE FROM GOD BRING PURIFYING EFFECT?

French Quarter ghosts after Katrina
Feb 7th, 2006 | By Fiona Broome | Category: Louisiana
Hollow Hill report - January 2006
Ghosts have always been at home in New Orleans’ French Quarter. However, since Hurricane Katrina in mid-2005,
the hauntings have increased dramatically. And, the French Quarter was barely touched by Katrina and its
aftermath.xxi
Despite the devastation in surrounding areas, the Quarter is an oasis. There weren’t as many tourists in January
2006–largely because the hotel rooms were being used by insurance adjustors, people associated with FEMA, and so
on. However, the Quarter is just as welcoming as ever, and at least 80% of businesses reopened months ago. Day or
night, it’s easy to forget that Katrina ever happened… except for the renewed paranormal energy in the French
Quarter. Orbs, orbs… everywhere!xxii
Orb backscatter has been interpreted as a broad and highly variable range of otherwise invisible spirits,
auras, angels, ghosts, energy fields, psycho energetic artifacts, energy balls or other paranormal phenomenon
-- and hence beyond scientific explanation. xxiii
In the past, it was sometimes difficult to distinguish real orbs from those caused by New Orleans’ naturally high
humidity, especially in the summer. Now, the French Quarter’s hauntings are so intense, it’s difficult to tell the
myriad real orbs from fog or rain. In any other setting, I’d dismiss these orb photos as false, caused by moisture.
Now, researchers are not sure what to think about the hundreds of orbs in French Quarter photos.xxiv
It’s vital to take two photos in a row, at each site. If the orbs are from humidity or reflective surfaces, the orbs will
appear in both photos and be fairly similar. If the orbs are paranormal, you’ll see orbs in one photo but not in the
other one. The photos will be dramatically different.xxv
Pat O’Brien’s
Above, our photo of Pat O’Brien’s shows many orbs. Before Katrina, we saw two or three orbs in a “good” photo.
Pat O’Brien’s is known for a haunted ladies’ room, an “eerie feeling” on the third floor, and unearthly footsteps
wandering around the attic. A happy, inebriated visitor–dressed in slightly old-fashioned clothing–appears and
disappears just outside the front door of this popular bar. You won’t realize that it’s a ghost until it vanishes. This is
one of many haunted sites that are more wonderfully eerie now.
Reliable haunts
Before Hurricane Katrina, the French Quarter was generally mildly haunted. There were a few locations–such as the
Hotel Monteleone and Brennan’s famous restaurant–which were more reliable “haunts” than others. However, since
the storm, the Quarter’s ghosts have so much more energy; it’s easier to identify truly haunted locations.
We were always skeptical about the Lalaurie Mansion–though the folklore is part of New Orleans’ rich history–and
it seems more clearly not haunted now, compared with the nearby Ursulines convent, the Beauregard-Keyes House,
and so on.xxvi
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Jeremiah 23:21-22 I have not sent these prophets, yet they ran: I have not spoken to them, yet they prophesied.
But if they had stood in my counsel, and had caused my people to hear my words, then they should have
turned them from their evil way, and from the evil of their doings. What a powerful verse! So many today who
claim to be Acalled@ of the Lord to preach are not called. They run but God did not send them. They preach but
God did not call them. They run to and fro but they are hireling’sY false prophets. They do not hear from
GodYthey do not hear the words of God.

Todd Bentley: Unwelcome Wagon in L.A. Jackie Alnor
Subject: Bently Runs Out of LA
> To: holliday_pat@hotmail.com
>
> Todd Bentley: Unwelcome Wagon in L.A. Jackie Alnor
> The signs and wonders seekers waiting in line under
> the hot Los Angeles sun for the best seats in the
> Galen Center got more than they bargained for. They
> came to USC’s sports stadium last weekend to see their
> hero Todd Bentley and to receive a promised
> impartation of God’s anointing. But what they got was
> a dud of a meeting inside and some unanticipated
> reproofs, rebukes, and exhortations on the outside.
>
> On Saturday, July 26th, I led a small group of five
> people representing three ministries: Apostasy Alert,
> Moriel Ministries, and Lighting the Way Ministries to
> distribute a leaflet that documented the false
> teachings of Bentley that included web links for
> resources to assist those who believe in testing all
> things. We handed out 500 leaflets and also some
> gospel tracts disguised as 1 million dollar bills that
> just happen to be produced by a ministry that,
> unbeknownst to us, was planning their own outreach the
> following day.
>
> The next day, the Ambassadors’ Alliance, a group
> associated with Ray Comfort’s Way of the Master
> ministry, arrived with 14 people and set up a soap box
> with a microphone and preached the "Law and the
> Gospel" to the resistant sign seekers. The main
> speaker was the ministry’s director, Tony Miano, aka
> "the Lawman," who preached to an angry crowd who
> turned their back on him and chanted or sang in an
> effort to drown out the call for repentance unto
> salvation.
>
> These two different ministry styles delivered the
> message to Todd Bentley that not all Southern
> California Christians welcomed his visit. The City of
> the Angels was just one stop in Bentley’s effort to
> take the success of the Lakeland Uprising around the
> world. He had been empowered by false prophets Bob
> Jones and Paul Cain who proclaimed to him that he was
> the first fruits of the New Breed that was prophesied
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> to work mighty signs and wonders and fill stadiums to
> overflowing to the glowing reports of the major news
> networks. All this in anticipation of the Latter Rain,
> a time long ago proclaimed by false prophet William
> Branham to occur before the second coming of Christ.
> The "New Breed" are prophesied to be able to overcome
> death, an ominous idea when you read in the book of
> Revelation that during the Tribulation period men
> would seek death and it would flee from them.
>
> However, there were no signs of any news media on the
> scene on Saturday and there was plenty of room for the
> crowds that showed up on both nights with the highest
> tier of the stadium virtually empty. The Galen Center
> seats 10,258 people and it is estimated that around
> 7,000 showed up each night. Bentley’s stint the month
> before in Denton, Texas, also fizzled according to a
> report in the Wittenburg Door. There were no major
> pockets of chaotic manifestations to speak of, so it
> would appear that Todd’s angelette, Emma, might be a
> territorial principality and only able to perform her
> tricks in Lakeland. No Wonder
> Todd Bentley seemed anxious to close down the show on
> Sunday night as seen on GodTV. He did not have any
> people come up to testify of healing as he had done
> the previous night. And his offering sounded a little
> desperate. He said that unlike in Lakeland, a stadium
> in Los Angeles is very expensive – as much as $300,000
> – and all of it was on the back of Che Ahn, the pastor
> from Pasadena who sponsored and co-hosted the event.
> He was looking for a miracle in the form of a rich
> businessman who could pay for the entire thing. He
> also told the crowd that the impartation they were
> waiting for would be based upon the amount they put in
> the offering, so they had better dig deep, was the
> implication. Ahn had promoted the L.A. crusade under
> the title, "Impartation" in all his advertising
> leading up to event.
>
> After some more loud and repetitious music, Che Ahn
> took the podium and told the crowd they would have to
> leave quickly to clear the place fast because Todd
> Bentley was going to pray for the impartation on the
> pastors who came. He said that only those with the
> orange wristbands would be allowed in the building for
> that. That must have been a big let-down for those who
> gave big in the offering under the expectation that
> they would have hands laid on them for the big
> impartation.
>
> They could, however, go to the long line of
> merchandise tables in the front foyer and buy a DVD
> Bentley was hawking called "Pickling in the Presence
> of God" that promised to teach them step by step how
> to soak in the spirit. Bentley got the crowd all
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> worked up over the DVD by parading it around, saying
> he was going to give it away. As the crowd yelled and
> cheered, hoping to be one of the lucky ones, he gave
> two or three of them away to the happy winners. He
> must have learned this cheap trick from Rodney
> Howard-Browne who a decade earlier had found that
> making the people hungry for a free item would compel
> them to go buy one when they didn’t win one. RHB
> mastered the art.
>
> On Sunday night when no electric atmosphere could be
> drummed up, Bentley told the crowd not to believe
> anything they hear about him or anything they see with
> their own eyes against him. What a stark contrast to
> what we told the people earlier – to test all things,
> even what we were saying, by the Word of God.
>
> Crowd Dynamic
>
> As I watched Sunday’s broadcast, I thought of those we
> had an opportunity to dialogue with the night before.
> There was the first lady I handed a tract to who
> reacted angrily, screaming at me, "You’re not going to
> hand those out!" She had just been participating in
> what is known as a "fire tunnel" in front of the Galen
> Center, blocking the sidewalk on Figueroa. They seemed
> to be trying to have fun, whooping it up trying to
> conjure up an atmosphere, but nothing manifested, even
> though an oppressive spirit hung over them. Others
> from that crowd shouted "Pharisee, hypocrite" at me as
> I walked past handing out tracts.
> Another man gave me back the tract, and, as I reached
> out to grab it, he tried to slay me in the spirit with
> his other hand. But the powers that day seem to have
> been suppressed, Praisallujah!
>
> We had some good feedback from several different
> people - some who were there just to get the goods on
> their "silly friends" they knew shouldn't be getting
> into this. For instance, there was one young man who
> looked like Prince who was so excited that we were
> there that he just kept saying to us, "You guys are
> awesome." He expressed exasperation that the church
> has not gotten up in arms over this horrendous
> spiritual assault on the body of Christ.
>
> We were also very moved by a young Hispanic man whose
> pastor brought him there from Stockton, California – a
> 350 mile trek. He had inner turmoil from reading our
> tract, not knowing who to believe and was not very
> familiar with Todd Bentley. He loves his pastor and if
> we were right then it would badly affect his
> relationship with his pastor. He couldn’t bear
> thinking his own pastor would lead him astray.
>
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> Another person who had taken a tract, an older Korean
> man, came back out after the event had begun. He told
> us that, after reading our tract, he had become
> suspicious...Then upon going in he said the music was
> hypnotic, and there was a goat's head in the shape of
> a pentagram projected on the wall behind the
> musicians. He explained that, for this reason, he got
> out of there! (Can’t confirm what he saw since I
> didn’t see it when I went in briefly; I was checking
> out the crowd, not the platform.)
>
> Now it’s being reported that the entire Lakeland
> Uprising is over. It has been a cause of division
> within the ‘New Apostolic Reformation’ – the name of
> the apostle/prophet movement that gave it birth. Even
> other deceived leaders can’t go as far as Bentley was
> going. Cool heads had to prevail – even if those same
> cool guys initially endorsed Lakeland and led many
> astray who look to them for guidance. We won’t hear
> any apologies – they just retract their endorsements
> and begin looking for the next sign of a Latter Rain
> outpouring to fulfill the prophecies of their own
> false prophets.
>
> &#9829;&#9829;&#9829;
>
> Heavenly Father -- Thank you for watching over us who
> obeyed Your Spirit's unction to go and share the truth
> of the Gospel of Jesus Christ with those seeking signs
> and wonders. We pray that Your Word would not go out
> void and that You will water the seed planted in
> whatever good soil was there. Thank You, Lord, for
> hearing the prayers of so many of Your people to bring
> this foolish uprising to a close. Thank You for
> sending so many of Your children out into the Harvest
> and for inspiring the opposing voices to this move of
> the enemy. May Your truth continually go forth bearing
> much fruit and bringing the lost into Your Kingdom. We
> pray for true revival that is much needed in a
> lukewarm church today, Lord. And may Your Word of
> Truth be at the center of lifting up the name of our
> Lord Jesus Christ to the world while there's still
> time. In His name we pray. Amen!
>
>
> ------------------------------------------------------------------------------->
> Revelation 17:17: "For God has put it into their
> hearts [final 10 kings of verse 13] to carry out His
> own purpose by acting in harmony in surrendering their
> royal power and authority to the beast ..."
> (Parallel Bible, KJV/Amplified Bible Commentary]
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